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The correlation length-scale which characterizes the shape of the correlation function is 
often used to parametrize correlation models. This article describes how the length-scale 
dynamics can be employed to estimate a spatial deformation (coordinate transformation). 
Of particular interest is the isotropizing deformation, which transforms anisotropic 
correlation functions into quasi-isotropic ones. The evolution of the length-scale field 
under a simple advection dynamics is described in terms of the local metric tensor. 
This description leads to a quadratic constraint satisfied by the isotropizing deformation 
and from which a system of Poisson-like partial differential equations is deduced. The 
isotropizing deformation is obtained as the solution of a coupled system of Poisson-like 
partial differential equations. This system is then solved with a pseudo-diffusion scheme, 
where the isotropizing deformation is the steady-state solution. The isotropization process 
is illustrated within a simulated 2D setting. The method is shown to provide an accurate 
estimation of the original deformation used to build the anisotropic correlations in this 
idealized framework.
Applications in data assimilation are discussed. First, the isotropization procedure can 
be useful for background-error covariance modelling. Secondly, the length-scale dynamics 
provides a way to simulate the dynamics of covariances for the transport of passive scalars, 
as encountered in chemical data assimilation.
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1. Introduction
Data assimilation aims to provide an analysis state, xa, that is
a realistic representation of the state of the atmosphere xt at
a given time. This analysis xa is constructed as a background
state xb corrected by information due to observations yo. In the
variational formulation, the analysis is obtained as the minimum
of the cost function
J(x) =(x − xb)TB−1(x − xb)
+ (yo − Hx)TR−1(yo − Hx), (1)
where B = E[εbεbT] denotes the covariance matrix of the
background error εb = xb − xt, R = E[εoεoT] denotes the
covariance matrix of the observational error εo = yo − Hxt,
and H is the linearized observation operator that maps the model
state to observation locations. The B Matrix is often expanded
as B = CT where  is a diagonal matrix filled with the
standard deviations of background error (i.e. the square root of
the diagonal elements of B) and C = −1B−T is a correlation
matrix.
A correlation matrix is the discrete representation of a field of
correlation functions ρ(x, y). These correlation functions depend
on each other; if one function is modified, then all other functions
should also be modified in order to conserve the symmetry and
the positiveness that define correlation functions.
Correlation functions are said to be homogeneous in the case
where there exists a translation invariance so that ρ(x, y) =
ρ(x − y) (on the plane, but the equivalent exists with the rotation
on the sphere). The correlations are said to be isotropic when
ρ(x, y) = ρ(|x − y|). Note that isotropy implies homogeneity,
but the reverse depends on the domain. There exist domains, e.g.
the plane and the bi-periodic domain, where correlations can be
homogeneous without being isotropic. However, on the sphere,
homogeneity is equivalent to isotropy (Gaspari and Cohn, 1999):
two homogeneous anisotropic correlations transported from two
separated points on the Equator toward the North Pole would
lead to different correlations at this point, which contradicts the
homogeneity assumption, while the two correlations would be
the same under the isotropy assumption.
The B matrix is a key component of data assimilation systems
and depends on the dynamics (Bouttier, 1993) and the analysis
cycles (Bouttier, 1994). Under the perfect model assumption and
linear dynamics, the dynamics of the B matrix is provided by the
forecast step of the Kalman filter (Kalman, 1960), and is given by
B = MAMT where A = E[εaεaT] denotes the covariance matrix
of analysis error εa = xa − xt, M is the linear propagator and MT
its adjoint. Yet this propagation of information is computationally
expensive and cannot be applied in practice. Since the publication
of Ezensen (1994), ensemble methods offer an attractive way to
propagate the statistics at a lower cost.
However, due to the small sample size, the ensemble covariance
matrix is rank deficient, and possibly imbalanced (Kepert, 2009;
Greybush et al., 2011), so that the associated sampling noise
needs to be filtered out, usually with a localization procedure that
involves a Schur product (Houtekamer and Mitchell, 2001) with a
compactly supported correlation function. Even with the increase
of computer power, the increasing complexity of numerical
weather prediction systems still limits the use of large ensembles.
This is particularly true for convection-resolving systems that
require high resolution associated with fine-scale description of
physical processes.
Hence, many efforts have been made in order to mimic the
covariance time evolution and to better represent important
features of spatial covariance functions. Commonly used
covariance models include for instance the spectral diagonal
assumption, which models homogeneous correlations (Courtier
et al., 1998), the wavelet diagonal assumption (Fisher, 2003),
recursive filters (Purser et al., 2003) or spatial deformations
(coordinate transformation) (Desroziers, 1997; Michel, 2013a,b).
In particular, the spatial deformation method is quite attractive
since it provides an inexpensive method to construct anisotropic
correlation from the deformation of an isotropic correlation (for
which efficient parallelized implementation exists). However the
problem remains of estimating, from economical diagnosis, the
coordinate system in which the statistics are isotropic.
An economical diagnosis of the local shape of correlation
functions is provided by the correlation length-scale. This is
the length over which the correlation remains significant. In
data assimilation, when the second derivative of the correlation
function exists, assuming the correlation function ρ(x, y) is flat
at points x = y, the one-dimensional length-scale as defined by
Daley (1991) is given by
L(x) =
√
1
−∂2y ρ(x, y)|y=0
. (2)
It can also be described from the local metric tensor (gx)ij = −∂2ijρ
defined from the Taylor expansion of the local correlation,
assuming that ρ(x) is differentiable and flat at the origin
ρ(x, x + δx) ≈
x
1 − 1
2
||δx||2gx + O(δx3),
where ||x||2E = xTEx. The local metric tensor gx is related to
the local length-scales along xi according to Li = 1/√gii, where
gij = (gx)ij. In 2D,
gx =

1
L2x(x)
1
Lxy(x)
1
Lxy(x)
1
L2y(x)
 ,
where Lx(x) and Ly(x) are the one-dimensional length-scales
along the x and y directions.
The local metric is thus related to the local correlation by
||δx||2gx = f [ρ(x, x + δx)] + O(|δx|3), (3)
where the function f (r) = 2(1 − r) follows from the local
parabola-based assumption (Pannekoucke et al., 2008), but other
forms for f can be used (Pannekoucke et al., 2008). Note that the
assumption made of a flat correlation at the origin lays aside some
classes of correlation function, e.g. the exponential correlation
(First-Order Auto Regressive) ρ(x, x + δx) = e−||δx||gx . But since
all the information we need in this article is encoded in the metric
gx, this kind of correlation functions can be also used with an
appropriate choice of f in Eq. (3).
In addition to describing the local correlation shape, the length-
scales (or the metric tensor gx) can be used to tune correlation
models. For instance, in the diffusion-based covariance model
proposed by Weaver and Courtier (2001), Pannekoucke and
Massart (2008) demonstrated how to objectively fix the diffusion
tensor νx from the ensemble estimation of the local metric gx
according to g−1x = 2νx. As shown in Massart et al. (2012), this
calibration based upon the length-scale diagnosis has a positive
impact on analysis.
The dynamics of forecast-error covariances has been detailed by
Cohn (1993) who provides explicit partial differential equations
(PDEs) for the evolution of the forecast-error variance and
correlation length-scale. This approach has been used by Menard
et al. (2000) who have implemented a full Kalman filter with an
explicit time evolution of the bulk covariance functions, with
appropriate correction of the variance field. A similar approach
has been employed by Lyster et al. (2004) under a fully Lagrangian
implementation.
The present contribution is focused on the use of the length-
scale dynamics, in the simplified version of a pure transport
without model error, to solve the problem of isotropization. The
work is detailed as follows.
Section 2 describes the effect of a spatial deformation on the
local length-scales. This leads, in section 3, to a way to estimate
an isotropizing deformation from the local length-scales. These
theoretical elements are then supported by numerical experiments
in a 2D setting, detailed in section 4. Applications in data
assimilation are then described in section 5. Finally, conclusions
are detailed in section 6.
2. Dynamics of length-scales and isotropization
2.1. Deformation of background-error correlations
The idea behind correlation modelling based on isotropizing
deformations is that a relatively complicated correlation model
(anisotropic) can be obtained from a spatial deformation of
a simpler one (Desroziers, 1997). It is generally convenient to
consider a change of variable x̃ = D(x) = x + d(x) so that an
anisotropic correlation ρD in the deformed coordinate system
can be deduced from a homogeneous one ρh by a relation of the
form
ρD(̃x, ỹ) = ρh[D−1(̃x), D−1(̃y)], (4)
where the reciprocal deformation D−1(̃x) = x̃ + d̃(̃x) using
a semi-Lagrangian method from the inverse displacement
−δ = d̃(̃x), solution of the fixed-point equation
δ = d[̃x − δ]. (5)
With this approach, it is thus possible to create sharp correlation
functions in the vicinity of front structures for instance
(Desroziers, 1997).
One can also note that the deformation process is similar to
the advection of a passive scalar under the effect of a wind field u
dα
dt
= ∂tα + u · ∇α = S(α), (6)
for which the deformation D(x) = x + u(x)dt is introduced to
integrate over dt. Here, S(α) denotes the sink/source term. For
linear S, like a diffusion S(α) = α, the error εb affecting the
estimation of α follows the same dynamics
dεb
dt
= ∂tεb + u · ∇εb = S(εb), (7)
establishing a bridge between the dynamics of error and the
covariance modelization based on deformations. The effect of a
spatial deformation on the local length-scales is detailed below
for the particular conservative case (S(α) = 0).
2.2. Transformation of length-scales
Under the action of a deformation D(x) = x̃, where x̃ denotes
the local coordinate in the new coordinate system, the correlation
functions ρ are transformed into the correlation functions ρD
according to
ρD(̃x, x̃ + δ̃x) = ρ
[
D−1(̃x), D−1(̃x + δ̃x)] . (8)
The equivalent of Eq. (3) in the new coordinate system is
||δ̃x||2g̃̃x = f
[
ρD(̃x, x̃ + δ̃x)
] + O(|δ̃x|3), (9)
where the local tensor g̃̃x can be deduced from the local tensor
field gx, as detailed in Appendix A, so that
g̃̃x = (D−1x̃ )TgD−1(̃x)D−1x̃ . (10)
We obtain here a key result: the local shape of the deformed
correlations is completely governed by the transformation of local
tensors gx by the Jacobian of the deformation.
2.3. Deformation of isotropic correlations and isotropization
As a particular case, one can describe the action of the deformation
on isotropic correlations in flat space, defined by a single
correlation length-scale Lh, such that for all positions x,
gx = L−2h I , (11)
where I is the identity matrix.
The local tensor g̃̃x resulting from the action of a deformation
D on these isotropic correlations is given by
g̃̃x = L−2h (D−1x̃ )TD−1x̃ . (12)
Under the hypothesis of isotropic correlations, local features of
the deformed correlations are thus completely governed by the
local dilation tensor (D−1x̃ )
TD−1x̃ of the inverse deformation.
In the next section, it is shown how to invert this procedure
in order to find a deformation that transforms anisotropic
correlations into isotropic ones.
2.4. Isotropization of anisotropic correlations
The important contribution provided by the two previous
sections is that the local features of the deformed correlations
are completely determined by the dilation tensor associated with
the inverse deformation. This suggests that one could use this
relation in order to deduce the deformation that has led to a
given tensor field g̃x (estimated in practice from an ensemble;
Belo Pereira and Berre, 2006; Pannekoucke and Massart, 2008).
The isotropization is the procedure that aims to provide
a particular deformation
◦
D so that its action on general
heterogenous correlations ρ produces isotropic correlations
ρ ◦
D
= ρh. In the new coordinate system, the local metric is
thus g̃̃x = L̃−2h I, where I denotes the identity matrix and L̃h is
a length-scale, unknown for the moment. From the one-to-one
mapping between x and x̃, Eq. (10) can be written as
(
◦
Dx)
T ◦Dx= L̃2h gx. (13)
This equation directly links the isotropizing deformation with the
local length-scales through the metric tensor gx.
In the particular case where the correlation functions result
from the deformation by D of an isotropic correlation function,
◦
D is no more than the inverse deformation D−1.
To estimate an isotropization deformation, Michel (2013a,b)
has proposed a procedure that relies on a wavelet estimation of
the gradient of deformation (Clerc and Mallat, 2002).
In the present contribution, the approach we develop relies
on the local metric tensor, which is relatively easy to estimate in
practice (Belo Pereira and Berre, 2006; Pannekoucke et al., 2008;
Pannekoucke and Massart, 2008).
3. Estimation of deformation from local length-scales
3.1. Discussion on the quadratic constraint
In the 1D case, the equivalent of Eq. (13) when assuming that
∂xD is positive is
∂x
◦
D (x) = L̃h
L(x)
, (14)
where L(x) is the diagnosed length-scale field estimated from
the data (ensemble method or transport). While the unknown
length-scale L̃h is present in this relation, it can be dropped as
follows. The second-order derivative of D is
∂2x
◦
D (x) = − L̃h
L2(x)
∂xL,
where by definition of the derivative of
◦
D (Eq. (14)), the quotient
L̃h/L(x) can be replaced by ∂x
◦
D, leading to the Poisson-like
equation
∂2x
◦
D=
(
− 1
L
∂xL
)
∂x
◦
D , (15)
where L̃h has gone. Note that the defect of this equation is that it
implies a discontinuous coordinate transformation for periodic
domains. This can be avoided considering the equivalent equation
in terms of displacement field
◦
D (x) = x+ ◦d (x), with
∂2x
◦
d=
(
− 1
L
∂xL
) (
1 + ∂x
◦
d
)
, (16)
where the solution
◦
d is periodic.
In the 2D case, it would be convenient to have an equivalent
method to deduce the isotropization deformation. In particular,
the problem would be easy to solve if it was possible to deduce
the Jacobian matrix
◦
Dx from Eq. (13). In that case, a Helmholtz
decomposition would lead to two classical Poisson PDE: one for
the curl and one for the divergent part of the displacements.
However, there is no unique solution for equations like
Eq. (13): any matrix Og1/2x , with O an orthogonal matrix
(that is OT = O−1) and g1/2x a square-root of gx (obtained
from the singular vector decomposition or with the Choleski
decomposition), is also a solution of Eq. (13). Thus the problem
remains of how to smoothly connect deformations from one
point to another one; this is now addressed.
3.2. General formalism for the isotropization procedure
From the formalism of differential geometry (Feynman et al.,
2002; Nakahara, 2003; Zdunkowski and Bott, 2003; Ciarlet, 2006)
Eq. (10) is written as
gij = ∂xi x̃α ∂xj̃ xβ g̃αβ , (17)
where xi (̃xα) denotes the ith (αth) component of the coordinate
system x (̃x). The derivatives of the metric gij along xk
∂xk gij = 	kij + 	kji, (18)
introduce the Christoffel symbols of the first kind defined by
	ijk =
(
∂xi gjk + ∂xj gik − ∂xk gij
)
/2 (the Levi–Civita connection).
Taking the derivative of the r.h.s. of Eq. (17) along xk and using
Eq. (18) gives the rule of coordinate change for the two Christoffel
symbols of the first kind 	kij and 	kji, written for 	kij as
	kij = ∂2xkxĩ xα ∂xj̃ xβ g̃αβ + ∂xk̃ xν ∂xĩ xα ∂xj̃ xβ 	̃ναβ , (19)
where 	̃ναβ denote the Christoffel symbols of the first kind
associated with the metric g̃αβ . It follows that this rule of change of
coordinate (19) summarises by itself the constraint corresponding
to the change of metric under the action of the change of
coordinate. The second-order derivatives are then given by
∂2
xkxĩ
xµ = g̃γµ ∂̃xγ xj 	kij − ∂xk̃ xν ∂xĩ xα 	̃µνα , (20)
where 	̃µνα = 	̃ναγ g̃γµ are the Christoffel symbols of the second
kind, with g̃γµ the inverse matrix of g̃ij, i.e. g̃
αβ g̃βγ = δαγ .
In Eq. (20), the derivative ∂̃xγ x
j can be computed from the
inverse of the tensor ∂xĩ x
β . However, another direct expression
can be obtained using Eq. (17), from which it is easy to determine
that g̃γµ ∂̃xγ x
j = ∂xl̃ xµ glj, which leads to
∂2
xkxĩ
xµ = 	lki ∂xl̃ xµ − ∂xk̃ xν ∂xĩ xα 	̃µνα , (21)
with 	lki = glj	kij the Christoffel symbol of the second kind
associated with the metric gij. From these second-order
derivatives, we obtain a coupled system of Poisson-like equations
̃xµ = 	lkk ∂xl̃ xµ − ∂xk̃ xν ∂xk̃ xα 	̃µνα , (22)
where 	lkk (	̃
µ
να) is evaluated at x (̃x(x)) and with  =
∑
k ∂
2
xkxk
(i.e. not the Beltrami operator). By symmetry of the change of vari-
able, we obtain a similar coupled system for the components xµ
xµ = 	̃lkk ∂̃xl xµ − ∂̃xk xν ∂̃xk xα 	µνα , (23)
where 	lkk (	̃
µ
να) is evaluated at x(̃x) (̃x).
We now apply Eqs (22) and (23) to find the isotropization
deformation.
3.3. Global equation of global isotropization
Knowing the metric field g, the global isotropization issue aims to
find an isotropization deformation x̃ = ◦D (x) so that the metric
field g̃ is constant, and equal to g̃x = L̃−2h I for all x, where L̃h is
an unknown length-scale.
Since the metric field g̃ is constant, it follows that its Christoffel
symbols 	̃µνα are zero. Hence, the nonlinear coupled system
Eq. (22) takes the form of a linear non-coupled system
̃xµ = 	lkk ∂xl̃ xµ. (24)
This system does not require any information from the metric g̃.
In particular, the length-scale L̃h has disappeared, meaning that
this length is completely determined by the coordinate transform,
and is obtained as a result of Eq. (24).
In one dimension, Eq. (24) becomes
∂2x
◦
D =
(
− 1
L
∂xL
)
∂x
◦
D ,
where L(x) denotes the diagnosed 1D length-scale, so that
g11 = L−2 and g11 = L2, leading to 	111 = −L−3∂xL and
	111 = g11	111 = −L−1∂xL; this is no more than Eq. (15).
In two dimensions, Eq. (24) is

◦
D1= 	1kk∂x
◦
D1 +	2kk∂y
◦
D1,

◦
D2= 	1kk∂x
◦
D2 +	2kk∂y
◦
D2,
}
(25)
where 	1kk = 	111 + 	122 and 	2kk = 	211 + 	222, also expressed in
terms of displacement fields
◦
Di (x) = xi+
◦
di (x)

◦
d1= 	1kk(1 + ∂x
◦
d1) + 	2kk∂y
◦
d1,

◦
d2= 	1kk∂x
◦
d2 +	2kk(1 + ∂y
◦
d2).
}
(26)
The system is equivalent to the one found by Michel (2013a)
(Eqs (29)–(30)) but, in this case, scalar coefficients 	ikk are
deduced from the estimation of the local metric g (the length-
scale) in place of the wavelet estimation.
For a connected and simply connected domain (any loop can
be continuously contracted to a point), a necessary and sufficient
condition for the existence of a solution to Eq. (24) is that the
Riemann curvature tensor
Rmkij = ∂xi	mjk − ∂xj	mik + 	njk	min − 	njk	min
is everywhere zero (Ciarlet, 2006). It means that the Gauss
curvature of the Riemann manifold defined by the field of metric g
is zero, and that the Riemann manifold is a flat manifold (like Rn).
Of course, this appears as a serious limitation for applications
in data assimilation where the Riemann curvature may not
necessarily be zero. For instance, the metric field associated with
locally isotropic correlations takes the form gx = L(x)−2I, where
L(x) is a function of space, and defines a curved manifold for
which the Gauss curvature, in 2D, is K(x) = L(x)2 log L(x),
which is a priori not zero; no coordinate transformation will be
able to lead to a global isotropic correlation. This leads us to relax
the aim of a global isotropization towards a local one.
3.4. Global equation of local isotropization in 2D
While global isotropization aims to find a metric field such that
g̃x = L̃−2h I with L̃h constant, local isotropization only imposes
g̃x = L̃(̃x)−2I with L̃(̃x) a function of space.
The use of Eq. (22) to find a local isotropization coordinate
transform seems of little interest; in general the metric g̃̃x leads to
a curved manifold. This implies that the Christoffel symbols 	̃µνα
are not zero, but these coefficients are not directly available from
data.
For the 2D case, the Christoffel symbols of the second kind of
a locally isotropic metric field g̃x = L̃(̃x)−2I satisfy 	̃1kk = 0 and
	̃2kk = 0. This suggests using Eq. (23) in place of Eq. (22) to find
the coordinate transform.
This leads to a two-step algorithm, starting (step 1) by resolving
Eq. (23) in 2D

◦
D
−1
i = −	iνα∂̃xk
◦
D
−1
ν ∂̃xk
◦
D
−1
α , (27)
c© 2013 Royal Meteorological Society
leading to x(̃x) =
(
◦
D
−1
1 (̃x),
◦
D
−1
2 (̃x)
)
(for periodic boundary
conditions, this equation is solved in terms of displacement fields),
then (step 2) by inverting the resulting coordinate transform to
obtain x̃(x) =
( ◦
D1 (x),
◦
D2 (x)
)
and deduce the locally isotropic
metric field g̃.
3.5. Case of small deformations
The Jacobian of the deformation
◦
D (x) = x+ ◦d (x) is given by
◦
Dx= I+
◦
Fx ,
where
◦
Fx denotes the Jacobian of displacements
◦
d at position
x. The assumption of small deformations corresponds to the
case where γ  1 with γ = maxx|||Fx|||, and ||| · ||| is the
subordinate matrix norm associated with || · || defined as
|||F||| = max||e||=1||Fe||.
Under the assumption of small deformations, the first-order
derivatives of the displacement field are switched off. In 2D,
Eq. (26) then becomes

◦
d1= 	1kk ,

◦
d2= 	2kk .
}
(28)
This corresponds to the zero-order approximation which holds
without distinction for the global and the local isotropization
procedure.
3.6. Numerical recipes for solving the isotropization problem
From the previous paragraph, the deformation equation
(coordinate transform) requires solving Eq. (25) or Eq. (27)
which can be considered as a particular form of Eq. (22). A
practical trick for solving Eq. (22) is to introduce a pseudo-
diffusion scheme (Eells and Sampson, 1964; Smolarkiewicz and
Margolin, 1994), where the components x̃ν in Eq. (25) (xν in
Eq. (27)) are steady-state solutions in pseudo-time τ of the
diffusion equation
∂τ x̃
µ = ̃xµ − 	lkk ∂xl̃ xµ + ∂xk̃ xν ∂xk̃ xα 	̃µνα . (29)
The numerical solution of Eq. (29) can be obtained from the time
discretization using an Euler scheme
x̃q+1 = x̃q + dτ M(̃xq), (30)
where M(̃xq) denotes the discretization of the r.h.s. term of
Eq. (29) and x̃q is the discretized version of the components (̃xµ)
at time τ = qdτ . This approach can be viewed as a fixed-point
method applied to
x̃ = F (̃x) = x̃ + dτ M(̃x). (31)
For the numerical experiments, the discretization of first-order
derivatives is performed with a second-order scheme, e.g. for
a field α the derivative along the x-direction at point (xi, yj) is
given by:
(∂xα)ij = 1
2δl
[
α(xi + δl, yj) − α(xi − δl, yj)
]
,
where δl is the space resolution of the regular coordinate system,
while the Laplacian is discretized as
(α)ij = 1
δl2
[
α(xi+δl, yj)+α(xi−δl, yj)+α(xi, yj+δl)
+ α(xi, yj − δl) − 4α(xi, yj)
]
.
Furthermore, for the space discretization δl, the time step of the
diffusion ∂τα = να can be deduced from δα/δτ = νδα/δl2 as
δτ = δl2/ν. It follows that the numerical value of dτ , with ν = 1
is dτ = δl2/4, where the factor 1/4 is introduced due to the CFL
condition (Weaver and Courtier, 2001). The integration in time
is achieved over 1000 time steps dτ , corresponding to a long time
integration as required to find the steady-state solution.
The isotropization procedure is illustrated within a 2D setting
in the next section.
4. Numerical experiments
4.1. Experimental set-up
Anisotropic correlations are now numerically constructed in 2D
from globally isotropic ones with a deformation derived from an
arbitrary stream function. This construction will be used to test
the skill of both global and local isotropization methods.
In this 2D experiment, we consider the bi-periodic domain
[0, 1000 km]×[0, 1000 km] discretized in n = 81 points along the
two directions x and y, so that dx = dy ≈ 12 km. A deformation
D(x) = x + d(x) is constructed with the displacement field
d(x) = u(x)dt deduced from a wind u0(x) = k × ∇ψ , where
ψ is a stream function, and normalized so that
u = (u, v) =
{
u0
max(|u0|) ,
v0
max(|v0|)
}
.
With this definition, max{d1(x)} = max{d2(x)} = dt, hence the
magnitude of the wind-like deformation is controlled by dt. The
strength of the deformation is quantified by
γ (dt) = maxx|||Fx||| , (32)
where Fx is the Jacobian matrix of d at x for dt, and
|||F||| = max||e||=1||Fe|| is the subordinate matrix norm induced
by the norm || · ||. Note that γ (dt) = dt × γ (1).
For numerical experiments, the stream function used is shown
in Figure 1, and the magnitude of dt is either dt = 0.03 = 2.4dx
or dt = 0.05 = 4dx. Numerical computation of γ (1) ≈ 22.4
implies that γ (dt = 0.03) ≈ 0.67 while γ (dt = 0.05) ≈ 1.12.
The assumption of small deformations requires that γ (dt)  1
(section 3.5), thus the deformation for dt = 0.03 (dt = 0.05) is
considered as small (large). Figure 2(a) illustrates the wind-like
deformation of the regular coordinate system for dt = 0.05.
Figure 1. Stream function used to create the displacement field. The arrows
indicate the direction and the intensity of the associated displacement.
Figure 2. For dt = 0.05, deformation of the regular coordinate system by the action of the deformation (a) D, (c) ◦D
−1
and (e)
◦
D
−1
s . Deformation of the deformed
coordinate system (a) by the action of the deformation (b) D−1, (d)
◦
D and (f)
◦
Ds. See text for details.
Heterogeneous correlations ρD are deduced from isotropic
ones, defined by
ρh(x, y) = exp
(−||x − y||2
2L2h
)
,
where Lh = 50 km ≈ 4dx, by the action of the wind-like
deformation D on ρh according to Eq. (4).
4.2. Validation of the local length-scale dynamics
As a first validation, we show that Eq. (10) provides
an accurate approximation for the length-scales of the
deformed correlations. A randomization strategy (Fisher and
Courtier, 1995) has been employed in order to compute the
reference.
(a)
(b)
Figure 3. Example of one realization of (a) an homogeneous-isotropic error of length-scale Lh = 50km, and (b) its deformed version for dt = 0.05.
For that purpose, a large ensemble (ε̃bk)k∈[1,Ne], of auto-
correlation ρ̃, has been constructed from an ensemble of
homogeneous errors (εbk)k∈[1,Ne], of auto-correlation ρh, as
ε̃bk(̃x) = εb
[
D−1(̃x)
]
. Figure 3 represents (a) a homogeneous
sample error εb and (b) its deformed version ε̃b (with dt = 0.05),
where the transport by the wind-like advection is visible. The
length-scales estimated from this ensemble are taken as a
reference for comparison.
In the numerical experiments, Ne = 6400, leading to a
sampling error of order O(1/
√
Ne) with 1/
√
Ne ≈ 0.012.
The resulting estimation can be considered as being quite
similar to the theoretical exact value. Hence, the numerical
estimation is taken as a reference. In real applications, such
a huge ensemble size is not affordable and filtering strategies
are employed to damp down the sampling noise (Berre
et al., 2007; Raynaud et al., 2009). Raynaud and Pannekoucke
(2013) detail the length-scale sampling noise properties and its
filtering.
Similarly to Pannekoucke (2009), the ensemble estimation
of the local metric tensors g̃̃x is deduced from the grid-
point estimation of local correlations ρ̃ (̃x, x̃ + δ̃x) where δ̃x =
(d̃x, d̃y) for d̃x ∈ {−dx, 0, dx} and d̃y ∈ {−dy, 0, dy}: g̃̃x is the
least-square solution of the system ||δ̃x||̃g̃x ≈ f [ρ̃ (̃x, x̃ + δ̃x)],
with f (r) = 2(1 − r) under the parabola-based approximation
(Pannekoucke et al., 2008). The length-scale fields along
directions x and y are deduced from the local metric tensor
g̃x by
Lx (̃x) = 1√̃
g11
and Ly (̃x) = 1√̃
g22
,
where g̃ij (̃x) = (̃g̃x)ij.
The illustration of the ability of the analytical formula to
represent the transport is now examined from the anisotropy
diagnosis. Figure 4 represents local ellipses associated with the
local tensor g̃−1x̃ deduced (a) from the analytical formula Eq. (10),
and (b) from the ensemble estimation. The larger the eccentricity
of the ellipse, the stronger the anisotropy. A null eccentricity
is equivalent to an isotropic correlation and leads to a circle.
Moreover, the major axis of the ellipse defines the direction of
the largest elongation of the correlation function. There is no
significant difference between these two fields, showing that the
analytical formula provides an accurate representation of the
transport in this experiment.
The analytical formula is thus able to reproduce accurate
deformed length-scales, as regards anisotropic features of the
correlation functions.
4.3. Isotropization procedure
4.3.1. Test of the global isotropization procedure
This section examines the ability of the previously proposed
algorithm to find a global isotropizing deformation. It consists
of computing the isotropizing deformation knowing the local
metric tensor gx, illustrated in Figure 4(a) and to confirm that,
in the resulting change of coordinate, the metric is transformed
into an isotropic one g̃̃x = L−2h I.
Here, ρD denotes the correlation functions deduced from
the wind-like deformation of the isotropic correlation functions
ρh by the deformation D; ρ ◦
D
denotes the correlation functions
deduced from the global isotropization of ρD as obtained with
the two strategies detailed in sections 3.3 and 3.4; ρ ◦
Ds
denotes the
correlation functions deduced from the global isotropization of
ρD but under the small deformation assumption, as detailed in
section 3.5.
Due to the bi-periodicity, the numerical solution
◦
Ds deduced
from Eq. (28) is obtained from a spectral inversion of the Poisson
PDE.
For finite deformation, the two algorithms detailed in
sections 3.3 and 3.4 can be applied. These two possibilities have
been computed and, since the results are similar, we show only
those obtained from the solution of Eq. (25). In that case, the
computation is made following the pseudo-diffusion strategy
detailed in section 3.6, adapted to Eq. (26), leading directly to the
isotropozation deformation
◦
D (x) = x+ ◦d (x).
Theoretically, since the local metric tensors gx have been
obtained from the deformation D of constant correlation function
ρh, the isotropizing deformation
◦
D should be equal to the inverse
deformation D−1, i.e.
◦
D= D−1. Conversely, the inverse isotropiz-
ing deformation
◦
D
−1
is the direct deformation D, i.e.
◦
D
−1
= D.
First, the misfit between the numerical deformation and the
theoretical one can be quantified from the misfit between the
displacement field components
◦
di=
◦
D −idi versus di = Di − idi
for i = 1, 2 and where id(x) = x denotes the identity function:
|| ◦D1 −D−11 ||H = 0.08 and ||
◦
D2 −D−12 ||H = 0.01 or, in terms
of relative error
|| ◦D1 −D−11 ||H
||D−11 − id1||H
= 5% and ||
◦
D2 −D−12 ||H
||D−12 − id2||H
= 1% ,
where ||E||H =
√
Trace ETE denotes the Hilbert norm of
matrix E. These scores are much better than those of the
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4. Anisotropy diagnosis for (a) the analytical metric tensor deduced from Eq. (10) and (b) the ensemble diagnosed tensor, for dt = 0.05. (c) shows the local
tensor associated with ρ◦
D
and (d) that associated with ρ◦
Ds
.
isotropizing deformation
◦
Ds, for which ||
◦
Ds1 − D−11 ||H = 0.501
and || ◦Ds2 − D−12 ||H = 0.504, or in terms of relative error
|| ◦Ds1−D−11 ||H
||D−11 −id1||H
= 34.9% and ||
◦
Ds2−D−12 ||H
||D−12 −id2||H
= 31.9%.
This demonstrates the accuracy of the isotropizing deformation,
when computed from the general solution Eq. (27).
The action of the isotropizing deformation
◦
D on the deformed
coordinate system by D is represented in Figure 2(d). The resulting
coordinate system is relatively similar to that obtained using the
theoretical inverse deformation D−1 (Figure 2(b)). Moreover, the
action of the inverse isotropizing deformation
◦
D
−1
on the regular
coordinate system (Figure 2(c)) is equivalent to the action of
the theoretical deformation D (Figure 2(a)). The results obtained
with the deformation
◦
Ds are represented in Figure 2(f) and (e). We
observe that the action of
◦
Ds produces a less regular coordinate
system than
◦
D (compare Figure 2(f) and (d)). Differences in the
deformed coordinate system are also visible (compare Figure 2(e)
and (c)).
In terms of length-scale, the isotropizing deformation
◦
D
applied to ρD should lead to homogeneous correlations of
length-scale Lh. Figure 5 presents the diagnosed length-scales of
ρ ◦
D
along x (Figure 5(c)) and y (Figure 5(d)). On average, the
resulting length-scales are relatively homogeneous, with values
mostly within 5% of Lh. The length-scales associated with the
correlation ρ ◦
Ds
are represented in Figure 5(e, f). In that case, the
length-scales are far from being homogeneous, as shown by the
large deviations from the expected value Lh = 50 km.
Figure 4 illustrates the effect of the isotropizing deformation in
terms of anisotropy. The anisotropic ellipses of the correlations
ρD (Figure 4(a)) are transformed by
◦
D into quasi-circular ellipses
(Figure 4(c)). When using the deformation
◦
Ds (Figure 4(d)),
the resulting ellipses are not so far from circles, except in
regions where the isotropization under the small deformations
assumption has failed.
Note that, for less intense deformation (dt = 0.03), the
solution resulting from the small-deformation assumption
succeeds in finding the inverse deformation with an acceptable
accuracy. This result is shown in the next section for the local
isotropization procedure.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 5. Length-scales (km) (a, c, d) along direction x and (b, e, f) along y. (a, b) show length-scales diagnosed from the analytical formulation Eq. (10); (c, d)
length-scales obtained after the isotropization procedure (solution of Eq. (25)); and (e, f) length-scales obtained under the assumption of small deformations (Eq. (28)).
4.3.2. Test of the local isotropization procedure
This subsection focuses on the local isotropizing deformation in
the case where the initial isotropic correlation ρh is replaced by
locally isotropic correlation functions described by the metric
field gx = L(x)−2I, where L(x) = Lh
[
1 + 0.5 sin(kx) sin(ky)]
with k = 2π/1000 km.
The notation introduced in the previous paragraph is kept
except for ρD which denotes now the correlation functions
obtained from the deformation of correlation functions of metric
gx = L(x)−2I.
The numerical solution of the isotropizing deformation
◦
D is
computed from the two-step algorithm detailed in section 3.4,
which computes the inverse deformation
◦
D
−1
from the numerical
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6. Illustration of the local isotropization in terms of anisotropy diagnosis. For dt = 0.05: (a) initial local anisotropic tensor associated with ρD, and (b) local
isotropic tensor associated withρ◦
D
. For dt = 0.03: (c) initial local anisotropic tensor associated with ρD, and (d) local quasi-isotropic tensor associated with ρ◦
Ds
under
the small-deformation assumption.
solution of Eq. (27), rather than the direct deformation
◦
D from
the fixed-point method detailed in section 3.1.
Figure 6 illustrates the results in terms of anisotropy diagnosis
for two situations: the finite-deformation case where dt = 0.05
and then the small-deformation case where dt = 0.03. From the
initial anisotropic metric, Figure 6(a), the two-step algorithm
(section 3.4) leads to a coordinate change which transforms the
anisotropic metric into a locally isotropic one (Figure 6(b)),
where the theoretical metric gx = L(x)−2I is obtained with a
good accuracy.
To illustrate the ability of the small-deformation algorithm
to recover the local isotropic metric, we also consider the small-
deformation case where dt = 0.03. This time, from the initial
metric (Figure 6(c)), the numerical solution
◦
Ds of Eq. (28) leads
to a quasi-locally isotropic metric (Figure 6(d)). The local metric
is not perfectly circular since some ellipses are still present, but
remains in accordance with the theoretical metric gx = L(x)−2I.
From these illustrations, the two-step algorithm (section 3.4) is
shown able to accurately estimate the isotropizing deformation.
Moreover, the small-deformation solution of Eq. (28) has been
shown to provide a first insight about the structure of variations
of the length-scale field L(x).
5. Applications in data assimilation
Two applications in data assimilation of the above formalism
can be mentioned: (i) the modelling of the background-error
covariance dynamics through the modelling of length-scale
dynamics; and (ii) the background-error covariance modelling
using the isotropization process.
5.1. Emulation of the background-error covariance matrix time
evolution
It is well known that the costly part of the Kalman filter equations
is the time propagation of the analysis covariance matrix B0
leading to the forecast error covariance matrix Bt = MtB0MTt
where M denotes the linear propagator from time 0 to time t, and
MT its adjoint. The length-scale dynamics resulting by the action
of a deformation can be applied to describe the time evolution of
the local autocorrelation error shape.
For instance, several chemical species have relatively long
lifetimes and can be considered to be passive scalars α, transported
by advection/diffusion dynamics
∂tα + u · ∇α = κα , (33)
where u is the velocity of the fluid. To facilitate the description
of the time evolution of the background-error correlation in
chemical data assimilation, one can use the transport formula
introduced in section 2.
To understand this, we consider the effect of the advection
only:
∂tα + u · ∇α = 0. (34)
Due to the linearity of Eq. (34), the same equation governs the time
evolution of errors. From a Lagrangian point of view, the time
evolution of errors can thus be solved according to the method of
characteristics and is equivalent to the deformation of errors by
a succession of small deformations D(x) = x + u(x, t)dt acting
over the time step dt. The evolution of the local metric tensor
gx(t) which describes the covariance matrix Bt , over a time step
dt is thus given by
gx(t + dt) = (D−1x )TgD−1(x)(t)D−1x . (35)
Note that the variance all along the deformation (or the time
integration of Eq. (34)) is conserved in that case.
From this equation, we obtain a flow-dependent character-
ization of the background-error covariance matrix of passive
chemical species without computing explicitly the covariance
propagation of the Kalman filter. The numerical cost consists of
a nonlinear integration of the model, plus the transport by the
wind of the metric field Eq. (35). This cost is quite below the cost
of the nonlinear ensemble integration imposed by the ensemble
Kalman filter.
5.2. Background-error covariance modelling
A second application concerns the use of the isotropization in
order to find a coordinate system where statistics are more
isotropic (Desroziers, 1997; Michel, 2013a,b) and thus simple
to represent with various methods, e.g. the spectral diagonal
approach (Courtier et al., 1998), the diffusion operator (Weaver
and Courtier, 2001; Pannekoucke and Massart, 2008) or recursive
filters (Purser et al., 2003). This is quite attractive from a numerical
point of view because isotropy leads to parallelization strategy.
For instance in the context of the 2D-homogeneous diffusion
operator, the isotropy implies that the pseudo-time integration
can be implemented from simple 1D diffusions along the x, then
the y directions. For the 1D diffusion along the direction x (y),
the lines of constant y (x) are independant and can be integrated
in parallel. Moreover, the additional cost associated with the
deformation is low since a deformation is implemented as an
interpolation.
The present article provides a way to determine a coordinate
system in which the statistics are nearly isotropic, using the
isotropization procedure which has been introduced in section 3,
and supported by the numerical simulations of section 4.
6. Conclusion
In this article, we have described how the length-scale dynamics
can be employed to estimate a spatial deformation (coordinate
transformation) able to transform anisotropic correlations
functions into quasi-isotropic ones.
From the formalism of differential geometry on manifolds,
we have deduced necessary conditions for the isotropizing
deformation components or the associated displacements. These
conditions take the form of Poisson-like PDEs where, in practice,
coefficients are deduced from data, e.g. the estimation of the
metric tensor from an ensemble and the computation of the
associated Christoffel symbol of the second kind.
This Poisson-like system has been solved by introducing a
pseudo-diffusion scheme, shown to be similar to a fixed-point
method. This solution has then been tested in a simulated 2D
setting, using a wind-like deformation that mimics geophysical
situations. Anisotropic correlations have been deduced from the
action of this wind deformation on globally isotropic correlation
functions as well as locally isotropic correlation functions (only
the metric tensor has been considered here). The isotropizing
deformation has then been computed, based on the diagnosis of
the local metric tensor of anisotropic correlations. Theoretically,
the isotropizing deformation should be equal to the inverse
deformation in that case, offering a way to evaluate the accuracy of
the numerical isotropization. The numerical solution is relatively
close to the theoretical solution, with a relative error less than
10%. The isotropizing deformation is able to provide isotropic
correlations, as shown by the diagnostics of length-scale fields
and anisotropy ellipses for instance.
The isotropization procedure has potential applications
in geophysical data assimilation for modelling anisotropic
correlation functions. Moreover, since it requires only the
estimation of the local metric tensor, this approach is an
interesting alternative to more complicated wavelet-based
methods.
Another application of the length-scale dynamics in data
assimilation concerns the time evolution of covariances without
explicitly computing the covariance propagation of the Kalman
filter. This will be examined in more detail for chemical data
assimilation where the dynamics of errors can be linear for
particular passive scalars.
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Appendix A. Derivation of the local metric tensor in the
deformed coordinate system
First, the Taylor expansion
D−1(̃x + δ̃x) ≈̃
x
D−1(̃x) + D−1x̃ δ̃x + O(δ̃x2),
allows one to write Eq. (3) as
||D−1x̃ δ̃x||2gD−1(̃x)
= f [ρ{D−1(̃x), D−1(̃x) + D−1x̃ δ̃x}] + O(|δ̃x|3).
According to the definition of the norm associated with a metric,
||x||2E = xTEx, the transformation of δ̃x by the Jacobian D−1x̃
leads to a change of local metric according to
||D−1x̃ δ̃x||2gD−1(̃x) = ||δ̃x||
2
(D−1x̃ )TgD−1(̃x)D
−1
x̃
,
from which
||δ̃x||2
(D−1x̃ )TgD−1(̃x)D
−1
x̃
= f [ρ{D−1(̃x), D−1(̃x) + D−1x̃ δ̃x}] + O(|δ̃x|3).
By identification with Eq. (9), the local metric tensor g̃̃x is
given by
g̃̃x = (D−1x̃ )TgD−1(̃x)D−1x̃ . (A.1)
Appendix B. Approximation of the Jacobian of the inverse
deformation
In practice, the differential operator D−1x̃ can be computed from
the Taylor approximation and denoted in matrix form as
D−1x̃ ≈̃x[
D−1(̃x + δ̃x i)−D−1(̃x)
δ̃x
× D
−1(̃x + δ̃y j)−D−1(̃x)
δ̃y
]
,
(B.1)
where δx (δy) denotes a small positive perturbation along the
natural frame direction i (j). This approximation corresponds to
a first-order approximation, while a second-order approximation
can be implemented according to
D−1x̃ ≈̃x
[
D−1(̃x + δ̃x i) − D−1(̃x − δ̃x i)
2δ̃x
× D
−1(̃x + δ̃y j) − D−1(̃x − δ̃y j)
2δ̃y
]
.
(B.2)
This computation can also be achieved from the displacement
field d defined by
D−1(̃x) = x̃ + d−1(̃x) , (B.3)
so that
D−1x̃ ≈̃x I+
[
d−1(̃x + δ̃x i) − d−1(̃x − δ̃x i)
2δ̃x
× d
−1(̃x + δ̃y j) − d−1(̃x − δ̃y j)
2δ̃y
]
.
(B.4)
This is the approximation used in the numerical experiments of
this article.
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